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I. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
35 hours, letter grade, not repeatable
Design possibilities in techniques including: weaving, quilting, fabric painting,

applique, beading, felting and reconstructed fabric making. Pattern designing is
emphasized.

Field trips

II. COURSE OBJE CTIVES:
A. Explore various mediums and techniques usd in the development of art

clothing designs.
B. Create a variety of samples and mini-projects to archive and test

techniques.
C. Survey and evaluate commercial art clothing artists for design, fit,

technique an commercial viability.
D. Complete personal art clothing project.

III. COURSE CONTENT:

FASH 271 (Art-to-Wear, credit lecture) and FASH 6052 (Apparel Art Lab, noncredit) are
designed to be closely aligned, following similar content with emphasis on theory in the
credit and on application in the noncredit.



1. Structure: How a gannent attaches to the body.

2. Surface DesJ.gn: How the physical designing of the component parts relates to the body and the piec
itself

3. Application ofembellishment: Feathers, beading, embroidery, buttons or the separate accessory.

4. Execution ofa project from initial concept to finished piece.

4. Presentation offinished art wearability, care, cleaning, storage and display;

VII. Instuetional Methodology

A. Assignments

1. Plan construct one or more projects, depending on scope and complexty.
2. Create and assemble a notebook ofsample texhniques to demonstrate complextiy.
3. Report observations ofcommercial artists' work.

B. Evaluation

1. Attendance.

2. Written quizzes, midterm exam and final exam. Tests will require the student to demonstrate an
Wlderstanding ofthe fundamentals and definitions ofsurface and structural art clothing techniques and
mediums.

3. Practical, hands-on final exam to demonstrate the student's knowledge ofthe materials and techniques
used in the creation oftheir personal art clothing project.

C. Text to be the same as selected for the credit version, CASC71:

1. Creating Texture With Textiles
2. Handouts from the instrqctor.

REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION:
Noncredit (Meets all standards of Title V. Section 55002.)


